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Where can I find more information?
More information can be found on the NZQA 
website www.nzqa.govt.nz/about -us/innovation-at-
nzqa/
You can also email any queries to 
futurestate@nzqa.govt.nz 

What is the Client Experience work stream?

The Client Experience work stream will make it easier for our clients to access our information 
and services, through listening to what our clients have to say, and engaging them on changes 
that matter to them.

We will be developing an overarching “Client Experience Strategy”.  This strategy will look at our 
broader service offering, and develop a roadmap to improve our overall client experience.
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Why is this being progressed?
Our focus is a frictionless service for our customers – easily finding 
what they need to and understanding what they need to do.

The all of government direction is that public services need to be 
“digital by default”, with Better Public Services Results Area 10 aiming 
to “improve and grow digital service provision”. “Digital service 
provision includes consolidating and rationalising the government web 
domain, rewrite service information and makes transactions easier to 
find and use”. 

The internet is no longer just a vehicle for delivering information and 
content.  It is the front door for many of our services, and it is 
increasingly becoming a vehicle through which collaboration and social 
connections happen. The increasing pace of change means our clients’ 
needs and expectations will have changed dramatically in the last few 
years.   

How is this work being progressed?

We have a number of pieces of work underway to support improving the experience of our client services .

The web strategic services project is undertaking an appraisal of our public facing websites including the secure 
extranet by June 2015.  The scope of this work will cover:

 our public facing website - a review of all pages on the public website and secure extranet, and highlighting 
areas for improvement 

 online services - high level review of all core services delivered online

 social media – high level review of all known social media channels that we use.

The key deliverable from this work will be a report that recommendations areas for improvement, a roadmap to 
inform priorities and sequencing, and one high value opportunity to improve an existing service.  
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How is this work being progressed?

Over recent months, we have been increasing our technology capability to ensure we have the right platform in 

place.  This included upgrades to our Google search engine, and to the content management system that 

manages our web content. 

We also know a large number of clients access our services via their mobile phones, and we have delivered 

two mobile apps; the NCEA Guide (general information for parents and employers) and NCEA Student (for 

students to track their credits). 

To inform this work, we are using our existing client satisfaction survey data as a base, as well as other client 

insights. 

Who will benefit from this change?

All our client groups with benefit from this work as it will be easier to find the information they need from our 

web site, it will be easier to transact with us online, and we will be progressively be more responsive to mobile 

devices.
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